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ABSTRACT 
We study controllability and reachability for discrete linear control systems, 
x( k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu( k), in which the state vector x(k), the control vector u(k), 
the n x n matrix A, and the n X m matrix B have nonnegative entries. For an 
unconstrained system, controllability is equivalent to reachability from the zero state 
in n steps. Furthermore, (A, B) is controllable if and only if the matrix C,, = [B AB 
AgB . . . A” I B] has rank n. We show that these properties are not equivalent for 
positive systems. This has important implications for control strategy. The timing of 
control inputs and the size and structure of the control matrix B are much more 
critical. The zero-nonzero pattern of C, plays a crucial role. We illustrate these 
fundamental differences with models of a two species reversible chemical reaction, 
and with two pharmacokinetic models of drug distribution in the human body. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Positive systems, in which the state is constrained to lie in the positive 
orthant R:, are common in economic, social science, biological, and chemical 
applications. The state variables may represent populations, quantities of 
goods, or masses of chemical species. In the past, the underlying positivity of 
these systems has often been ignored or accommodated in an ad hoc fashion 
in order to take advantage of the well-developed theory of linear systems, 
which assumes that the states are drawn from a vector space. Recently, there 
have been a number of attempts to address systems issues directly in the 
context of positive systems. Ohta, Maeda, and Kodama [8, lo] and 
Nieuwenhuis [9] have reported progress on the positive realization problem. 
Boothby [3] initiated a study of positive orthant controllability for bilinear 
systems, and Bacciotti [l] extended that work. These research efforts have 
answered some questions and have raised many new ones. They have 
revealed important qualitative differences from the corresponding theories for 
unconstrained systems. 
In this paper we examine the issue of controllability for positive linear 
systems. We look at the connections between reachability, reachability from 
zero, and the rank criterion for controllability for systems in which both the 
state and inputs are constrained to lie in the positive orthant. While these 
concepts are equivalent for unconstrained systems, there are significant 
changes in the positive case. We analyse these differences and show how they 
affect control strategy. Several examples, which are representative of a large 
class of industrial applications, motivate and illustrate our results. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let A be an n X n real matrix, and let B be an n X m real matrix. For 
k=0,1,2 ,..., let x(k) and u(k) be real column vectors of lengths n and m, 
respectively. The discrete, autonomous, linear control system 
x(k+l)=Ax(k)+Bu(k) (1.1) 
is denoted by the matrix pair (A, B). The vector r(k) is the state at time k; 
the initial state is x(O) = x0. The u(k)‘s are control vectors. 
The system (A, B) in (1.1) is said to be completely contr&bZe if any 
desired state xf in R” can be reached from any given initial state x0 in some 
finite time k, in Z+, for appropriate choice of u(O), u(l), . . . , u(k, - 1). It is 
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well known (e.g. Luenberger [7]) that the following conditions on (A, B) are 
equivalent: 
1. Complete controllability of (A, B). 
2. Reachability from 0: Any prescribed final state rf can be reached 
from the zero state r(O) = 0 in finite time. 
3. Reachability from 0 in fixed time: Any prescribed final state rf can 
be reached from the zero state in at most n steps (i.e. k, < n). 
4. The n X km matrix C,, defined by C, = [B AB A2B . . . Ak-‘B], 
has rank n, for some k. 
5. RankC” = n. 
The equivalence of conditions 1 to 5 follows directly from consideration of 
the solution of (1.1): 
x(k) = Akx, + Ak-‘Bu(0) + Akp2Bu( 1) + . . . + Bu( k - 1) = Akx, + C,.u, 
where 
u= [Ur(k-l),G(k-2),...,Ur(O)]*. 
The equation ;r( k) = xf has a solution u(O), . . . , u(k - 1) if and only if 
xf - Akx, lies in the column span of Ck. Since rf and x0 can be selected 
arbitrarily from R”, every vector in R” must be in the range of some Ck. The 
requirement is not weakened if x0 is taken to be 0. Statements 5 and 3 are 
consequences of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, which guarantees that A 
satisfies a polynomial of degree n. We shall refer to the five conditions above 
as properties 1 through 5. 
We denote the set of nonnegative column vectors of length n by R:. If x 
is in R:, we write x 2 0. We write x > 0 if x > 0 but is not equal to 0, and 
x % 0 if every entry of x is strictly positive. 
DEFINITION. The discrete system (A, B) in (1.1) is a positive system if, 
whenever x0 > 0 and u(k) > 0 for each k > 0, the state vector x(k) a 0 for 
k a 0. 
A nonnegative matrix M is one with nonnegative entries; we write 
M 2 0. Note that (A, B) is a positive system if and only if A > 0 and B > 0; 
in this case we write (A, B) 2 0. 
We shall investigate properties 1 through 5 for positive systems. We use 
established results on nonnegative matrices, as given in the first two chapters 
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of Berman and Plemmons [2]. We shall have occasion to refer to the class of 
matrices which are nonnegative and have nonnegative inverses. It is well 
known (e.g. [2]) that all such matrices can be expressed as the product of a 
nonnegative nonsingular diagonal matrix and a permutation matrix. The 
product of a nonsingular diagonal matrix (not necessarily nonnegative) and a 
permutation matrix is called a monomial. A monomial has one nonzero entry 
in each row and column. In general, a selection of n entries, one from each 
row and column of an n x n matrix A, is called a diagonal. Thus the nonzero 
entries of a monomial always form a diagonal. A diagonal with no zero entries 
is called a nonzero diagonal. 
3. EXAMPLES 
The examples which follow will be useful throughout our development to 
motivate concepts and illustrate the results. The first system represents a two 
species reversible chemical reaction. The state of this system is the species 
composition vector specifying the distribution of mass between the two 
chemical compounds involved in the reaction. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
Sl 2 s2, 
k, 
O<Ic<l, i=1,2; 
x(k) = ( mass of Sl massofS2 ’ ) x(k+l) = i l,,“’ 1 qm+( 1 P&k) 
Here p gives the proportion of Sl in the feedstock u. 
The second and third examples are pharmacokinetic models of drug 
distribution in the human body. 
EXAMPLE 2 (Gut absorption model). See Figure 1. A dose u of the 
modeled drug is introduced into the gut and is subsequently absorbed into 
the plasma in the proportion ri. The amount of drug in compartment i is the 
ith component of the state x. The drug is eliminated from the plasma in the 
proportion r,. The discrete dynamic equation is 
x(k + 1) = 
i 
1 - Tl 
Tl 
IO, 
0 i 0 
r(k)+ ; 49 
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EXAMPLE 3 (Active site model). See Figure 2. Here the dose u is 
introduced directly into the plasma, where an exchange takes place with the 
active site. The corresponding dynamic equation is 
x(k 1) ( 1 - + Tr - r, = r1 l:r 
2 
1 x(k)+ 0 :, u(k). 
(Note: The most common pharmacokinetic model used for clinical appli- 
cations is a three compartment model combining features of Examples 2 and 
3.) 
For these examples, the criterion of complete controllability provides 
sensible if fairly obvious necessary conditions. For the pharmacokinetic model 
of Example 3, the controllability matrix C, is given by 
i 
1 
c2= () 
1 - T1 - To 
r1 1. 
The (unconstrained) system is completely controllable if and only if there is a 
nonzero transfer of drug from the plasma to the active site. The two species 
chemical reaction of Example 2 is completely controllable, ignoring positivity, 
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if and only if the feedstock composition (p, 1 - P)~ is not the equilibrium 
composition (k,/(k, + k,), k,/(k, + Ica))r for the reaction. [Note that 
(k 2, k l)T is the Perron eigenvector of the system matrix.] 
Among industrial chemical engineers, the sufficiency of the above crite- 
rion is regarded with skepticism. A widely accepted rule of thumb says that if 
you have N variables to control, you need N controls, and they should 
directly affect the variable to be controlled. This suggests that a requirement 
for B to be monomial is necessary for complete control. On the other hand, 
the standard compartmental pharmacokinetic model incorporates an assump- 
tion that the distribution of the drug among compartments can be controlled 
by inputs to one compartment alone. In the next section we look at the 
implications of positivity on our ability to move the positive system from one 
state to another. We examine conditions (1) through (5), and address ques- 
tions motivated by the apparently contradictory messages from chemical 
engineering and pharmacokinetics sources. 
4. CONTROLLABILITY OF POSITIVE SYSTEMS BY 
POSITIVE INPUTS 
The five equivalent conditions for complete controllability of uncon- 
strained linear systems will be seen to represent distinct properties when the 
state is constrained to lie in the positive orthant. It is important to note here 
that there are two constraints involved: a positivity constraint on the state 
and a corresponding constraint on the inputs u. In our examples, the inputs 
are constrained by practical considerations to be positive (removal of a drug 
is difficult and rare). In this paper, we restrict our attention to positive input 
control. 
We consider properties 1 to 5 of Section 2 for (A, B) > 0 with the added 
requirements that x0 >, 0, rf >, 0, and u(i) 2 0, referring to the constrained 
conditions as properties lP, 2P, 3P, 4P, and 5P. First, some definitions. 
DEFINITION. The k-reachable cone Rk( A, B) is the set of all nonnega- 
tive states xf reachable from 0 in k steps, with nonnegative inputs 
u(O), u(l),. . . , u(k - 1). 
It is clear that 
i I 
k-l 
Rk(A,R):= xfinR: x,-= c A’Bu(k-l-i),u(j)inRy 
i=O 
and thus R k( A, B) is the cone generated by the columns of C,. Hence, R, is 
contained in R &+ 1for every k, i.e., the R,‘s are nested. Following [lo], we 
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define R,( A, B) to be the set of states which are reachable in finite time 
with nonnegative inputs. 
DEFINITION. R,(A, B):= QLIR,(A, B). 
Note that property 2P is equivalent to R,(A, B) = R:. As we shall see, 
R,( A, B) = R: holds only in very limited situations. It is generally more 
meaningful to consider the closure of R ,( A, B). 
DEFINITION. The closure of R ,( A, B) is called the reachable cone and 
is denoted R(A, B). Thus, R(A, B) =R,(A, B). 
When R(A, I?) = RT, we say property 2P is essentially satisfied, and refer 
to it as 2PE. Similarly, if we weaken the requirements of property 1P so that 
the boundary of the positive orthant does not have to be reachable, then we 
say we have essential controllability, and refer to this as property 1PE. Thus, 
the system (A, B) is said to be essentially completely positive orthant 
controllable if for every x0 > 0 and xf z=- 0, there exist inputs 
u(O), u(I), . . . > u(k - 1) for some k < 00 such that x(k) = xf 
We illustrate these concepts for the pharmacokinetic models of Examples 
2 and 3. 
R(A,B) = R2+ 
FIG. 3. Gut absorption model. 
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B :,; 1 
with t-0 = 0.1 , r 1 = 0.4, r2 = 0.3 
,.- 
I 
. . . 
‘k = ,,,,! ;  1:; I:,:; _.. j 
R(:A E;) = .a ii3 
FIG. 4. Active site model. 
Figure 3 shows some of the k-reachable cones for the gut absorption 
model. In that model, Rk+i(A, B) is strictly larger than R,(A, B) for any k. 
Property 4P holds, but 3P does not. A large set of positive states cannot be 
reached in 2 steps. Furthermore, for any k, there are states rf in R: = 
R(A, B) which cannot be reached in k or fewer steps. Note that some states 
on the boundary of R: are not reachable in finite time, so property 2P does 
not hold. However, property 2PE does hold. We point out that the condition 
r, < ri is necessary for R, ’ = R(A, B) to hold. If ri < ra, then lim,, =Akb = 
(1, ri/(ra - ri)) and the positive orthant is no longer completely reachable. 
Figure 4 illustrates the k-reachable cones for the active site model. For 
that model, R( A, B) is not equal to R;, so that even property 2PE fails. Thus 
property 4P does not imply lP, 2P, 2PE, or 3P. Note that property 4P is 
equivalent to the requirement that the interior of R(A, B) in R” be non- 
empty. 
These examples demonstrate that timing is much more critical in control- 
ling positive systems than unconstrained systems. Figures 3 and 4 show there 
can be states reachable in k steps from 0 which cannot be reached in less 
than k steps, even when k > n. This is quite different from the unconstrained 
control problem. 
Now consider reachability from nonzero initial states. The set of states 
which are reachable from x0 in exactly k steps is given by the cone 
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AOOB 
x2 
I 
A3x(0) 
A*x(O) 
Ax(O) 
- I 
x(O) 
A, B a3 in Figure 3 (the gut 
absorption model) 
H= A*X(O) + RP(A,B) 
•nIn = ~~~(01 + R&V) 
. A state which is accessible 
in 2 steps, but not in 3. 
FIG. 5. Reachability from a nonzero state x(0). 
A%,, + R k( A, I?). The dynamic element, A%,, drags the reachable cones 
R J A, B) around in the positive orthant. As shown in Figure 5, there can be 
states which can be achieved in two steps, but are inaccessible in three. Here 
again, timing is a critical factor. 
Thus, we see that controllability of positive systems by positive inputs 
introduced complications which do not occur in unconstrained systems. 
While properties 1 through 5 are equivalent, 1P through 5P are not. We 
investigate these properties further in the next two sections. 
5. CONTROLLABILITY AND REACHABILITY-PROPERTIES 
1P AND 2P 
In this section we examine properties lP, 2P, lPE, and 2PE. 
Proposition 1 shows that complete positive orthant controllability by 
positive inputs (property 1P) is possible only in very restricted circumstances. 
PROPOSITION 1. (A, B) 2 0 is completely positive orthant controllable if 
and only if R,(A, B) = R: and A is nilpotent. 
Proof. Assume R,(A, B) = R: and A is nilpotent. Let x0 be the initial 
state. Since A is nilpotent, A%, = 0 and so we can reach 0 in at most n 
steps. But R,( A, B) = R:, so we can reach any xf in R: from 0 in a finite 
number of steps. Hence (A, B) has property 1P. 
For the converse, assume (A, B) has property 1P. Thus, for every x0 >, 0 
and xf > 0 there is a finite sequence of inputs u(j) > 0, j = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1, so 
that zf can be reached from x0. Let u = [ u( k - 1)s u( k - 2)T,. . . , Us]? 
Taking x0 = 0, we see R,(A, B) = R:. Now let x0 >, 0 be arbitrary, and take 
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xf = 0. Then - A%, = C,.u. But Ck.u > 0, while - AkxO < 0. Hence, for 
any x0 > 0 there is a k such that AkxO = 0. Therefore A must be nilpotent. H 
By relaxing the conditions of Proposition 1, we obtain necessary and 
sufficient conditions for essential controllability, property lPE, to hold. 
PROPOSITION 2. (A, B) > 0 is essentially completely positive orthant 
controllable if and only if R(A, B) = R: and A is stable (i.e., A has 
spectral radius r < 1). 
Proof. Assume 
(i) R(A, B) = R: and 
(ii) A is stable. 
Given x0 >, 0 and xf >> 0, assumption (i) implies that for some j, xf is in 
int(R j( A, B)) and this interior is open in R”. Since A is stable, rf - AkxO is 
in int(R j( A, B)) for all k sufficiently large. Choose k > j, sufficiently large. 
Then 
xf- Akx, = Cj*w, where w= u.$-i,W~_~,...,W~ [ 1 
T ) 
and 
Xf - Ai,, = c,*u, where u = [wT,O,O ,..., OIT. 
Thus x0 can be steered to xf in finite time. 
Conversely, assume that for any x0 >, 0 and xf Z+ 0, xf = AkxO + Ck’u for 
some k and for some u in R:“! Taking x0 = 0, it follows that xf is in 
R,( A, B) and therefore R(A, B) = R”,. 
Let v > 0 be the eigenvector associated with the spectral radius r of A. 
Choose xf > 0 so that rf - v has a negative component, and let v be the 
initial state. The assumption guarantees that xf = Akv + Ck.u, so xf - Akv > 
0. But xf - Akv = xf - rkv, which has a negative component unless r < 1. 
Thus A must be stable. n 
Next, we turn to the question of reachability from 0. In addition to any 
intrinsic interest that reachability might have, the controllability characteriza- 
tions given above incorporate reachability from 0 as a necessary condition. 
Thus any insights into properties 2P and 2PE will help clarify 1P and 1PE as 
well. 
PROPOSITION 3. For (A, B) & 0, R,(A, B) = R: if and only if for some 
k, C, has an n x n monomial submutrix. 
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Proof. If C, has an rr X n monomial submatrix, then it follows trivially 
that R,(A, B) = RT. 
If R ,( A, B) = R:, then the canonical unit vector e, is in the cone 
spanned by the columns of C, for some k, i.e., e, = C,+u, u > 0. Since e, is 
extremal in RZ, this is only possible if C, has at least one column which is a 
positive multiple of e,. n 
Note that if A B 0 and every column of B is nonzero, then AkB x=- 0 for 
all k. Hence, we have the following corollary to Proposition 3: 
COROLLARY 1. Zf A B 0, then R,(A, B) = R; if and only if B is a 
monomial. 
Thus, for systems with strictly positive system matrix A, complete 
reachability is possible only if each state variable is directly and indepen- 
dently controlled. 
Essential reachability (property 2PE) depends more explicitly on the 
eigenstructure of A. If (A, B) is essentially reachable, states which are not 
reachable in any finite number of steps are limits of states which are 
reachable. Thus, we need to consider the extremal monomial columns which 
do not appear in the sequence { AkB }, but which may occur as limits of 
columns which appear in the sequence { AkB }. Limits approached by se- 
quences or subsequences of columns of AkB depend on the dominant 
eigenstructure of A. We first see what happens when A is primitive and then 
examine the imprimitive case. 
Suppose A is an n X n, nonnegative, irreducible, primitive matrix with 
Perron root p = p(A). Let 0 be an eigenvector associated with p with v >> 0. 
Since A is primitive, every other eigenvalue of A has modulus less than p, 
and lim k _ m (l/pk)Ak is a rank one matrix in which every column is a 
nonnegative scalar multiple of the eigenvector v. We use this fact to prove 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Zf (A, B) > 0 and A is irreducible and primitive, then 
R(A, B) = R: if and only if R,(A, B) = R:. 
Proof. Let p be the Perron eigenvector of A; let v be the associated 
positive eigenvector. For any nonnegative column vector b, we have 
lim k _ ,(l/pk)Akb = fiv for some /? > 0. For i sufficiently large, all of the 
columns A’b lie in a conical neighborhood of v, strictly inside the positive 
orthant. Hence, if the boundary of R: can be reached, it must be reachable 
in a finite number of steps. So R(A, B) = R”, implies R,(A, B) = R;. n 
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Now suppose A is irreducible but imprimitive of index h. Thus, A has h 
eigenvalues of modulus p = p(A), and if {A = exp(2ni/h), then these eigen- 
values are P, PC,,, PZ,“, . . . , dh h- ’ Furthermore, the matrix A is similar, via a . 
permutation similarity, to a matrix in the standard block form 
‘0 A, 0 --. 0 ’ 
0 0 A, ... 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . > 
0 0 0 ... Ah-r 
A, 0 0 ... 0 , 
where the block Ai is of size ni x ni_ I, and n, + ns + . . . + n,, = n, and the 
matrix has zeros everywhere except in the blocks A,, A,, . . . , A,,. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume the matrix A is already in this form. Then 
A” is the direct sum of the h diagonal blocks A,A,. ..A,Z, AsA,... 
A,,A ,,_r ,..., A,,A,A,.+.A,_,. Each diagonal block of A” is an irreducible, 
primitive matrix of Perron root p”. For i = 1,. . . , h, let xi be the Perron 
eigenvector corresponding to the ith diagonal block of Ah; then the nonnega- 
tive eigenvectors of A” belonging to ph form a convex cone generated by 
x1,. . . , x/,. Setting E = lim j _ ,(i/p’lj)Ahj, we see that E is the direct sum of 
h diagonal blocks, E,, . . . , E,, with each Ei being a rank one matrix of size ni 
in which each column is a nonnegative scalar multiple of the vector xi. Now 
consider the h matrices E, (l/p)EA, ( l/p2)EA2,. . . , ( l/ph- ‘)EAh- ‘. While 
for h > 1 the limit lim k _ m ( l/pk)Ak will not exist, the behavior of the vector 
A&b for large values of k is determined by the columns of the h matrices 
E,(l/pW,..., (l/p”-‘)EAh-‘. Inspection of the block forms of A and E 
reveals that each column of these h matrices is simply a nonnegative scalar 
multiple of one of the columns of E. Thus, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an n x n, nonnegative, irreducible matrix with 
index of imprimitivity h and Perron root p = p(A), and let ul,. . . , uh be the 
generators of the cone of nonnegative eigenvectors of the matrix Ah. Given a 
nonzero, nonnegative column vector b, and E > 0, there exist h vectors, 
w0,w1>.*.,wh-l, in the convex cm generated by the ui’s, such that for 
sufficiently large k we have 
where O<k*<h-1, andk=k* (mod h). 
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REMARK. Theorem 2 tells us that as k -+ 00, the vectors Akb approach a 
set of h vectors, wa,. . . , w,,_ 1, which lie in the convex cone generated by the 
ui’s; furthermore, as k -+ CO, the vectors Akb tend to cycle around small 
neighborhoods of these wi’s. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let E = lim, _ m(l/p”j)Ahj, and let ur,. . . , u,* be h 
linearly independent column vectors of E. Then, by the discussion preceding 
the statement of the theorem, every column of the h matrices 
E, (l/p)EA, (l/n2)EA2 , . . . , (l/p” ~ ‘)EA”- ’ is a nonnegative scalar multiple 
of one of the ui’s. Let w0 = Eb, w1 = (l/p)EAb,. . . , w~_~ = 
(l/$-l)EA”-lb. Then, since each wi is a nonnegative linear combination of 
the columns of EA’, the wi’s lie in the convex cone generated by the ui’s, 
and the ui’s and wi’s have the desired properties. W 
Theorem 2 tells us that if A is irreducible and R(A, B) = R;, then every 
coordinate vector ej which is not represented by a monomial column (i.e. a 
column with exactly one nonzero entry) of C, must be in the convex cone 
generated by the nonnegative vectors ul,. . . , u,, and hence must be a scalar 
multiple of one of the ui’s. However, note that each ui is a nonnegative 
eigenvector of A” corresponding to the eigenvalue p”. Recalling that the 
diagonal blocks of the block diagonal form of A” are irreducible, we see that 
ui can be a coordinate vector ej only if ui corresponds to a 1 x 1 diagonal 
block of A”. Finally, note that when A is primitive, h = 1, the Perron 
eigenvalue is the only eigenvalue of modulus p, and thus Theorem 1 is a 
special case of Theorem 2. 
Since a positive matrix is primitive, combining Corollary 1 (of Proposition 
3) with Theorem 1 yields the following result. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf (A, B) > 0 and A z- 0, then R(A, B) = R: if ad 
only if B is a monomial. 
Corollaries 1 and 2 cannot be extended to the class of primitive matrices 
A (that is, A such that for some k we have Ak >> 0), as evidenced by the 
following example: 
A=(; ;), B=(y) - c2=(! ;)* 
Here A2 B- 0 and R( A, B) = R:, but B is not a full monomial matrix. 
However, it is also easy to construct examples of system matrices which are 
not strictly positive and yet require B to be monomial for reachability (e.g. A 
the n x n identity matrix). 
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6. REACHABILITY IN n STEPS 
In this section we examine properties 3P and 4P. We shall see that this 
introduces some interesting questions about the zero-nonzero patterns of 
powers of a nonnegative matrix. 
We begin with some self-evident, but useful characterizations of proper- 
ties 3P and 4P. 
PROPOSITION 4. For (A,B)>O, R,(A,B)=R”, ifundonly if C, has 
an n X n monomial submatrix. 
PROPOSITION 5. Rank C, = n for some k if and only if int(R(A, B)) is 
rwnempty in R”. 
Recall that for an unconstrained system (A, B), the equivalence of 
properties 3 and 5 to properties 2 and 4 followed from the Cayley-Hamilton 
theorem. For a positive system (A, B) > 0, this argument no longer does the 
job, for the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of A may vary in 
sign, This raises a number of questions. Let (A, B) > 0. Suppose C, has an 
n X n monomial submatrix for some k. Must C, also have an n X n mono- 
mial submatrix? On initial consideration of this question, it seems unlikely 
that it would have to. Careful examination of numerous examples and special 
cases makes it seem more likely that it would. Here we show that the answer 
is affirmative for the class of systems in which the system matrix A has a 
nonzero diagonal. This includes all systems (A, B) > 0 with A nonsingular. 
The proof of this result depends on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let A > 0, and assume A has a diagonal of rwnzero entries. 
Let x >, 0. Then Ax has at least as many nonzero entries as x. 
Proof. Let M be the monomial matrix corresponding to a diagonal of A 
which has no zeros. Then we may write 
A=M+P, 
where P > 0. Hence, Ax = Mx + Px. Now the number of nonzero entries in 
Mx is the same as the number of nonzero entries in x. Since x > 0 and P >, 0, 
we have Px 2 0. Hence, Ax has at least as many nonzero entries as X. n 
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THEOREM 3. Let A be an n x n nonnegative matrix with a diagonal of 
nonzero entries. Let b be an n x 1 column vector. Then any monomial 
column which appears in the matrix [b Ab A’b . . . Akb . . . ] must ap- 
pear in the n x n matrix [b Ab A2b . ‘. An-lb]. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, the only way monomial columns can appear in 
[b Ab A2b . . . Akb . . . ] is if b is a monomial column. Furthermore, if 
Akb has more than one nonzero entry, then so does Ak+‘b for any i >, 0. 
Suppose then that b is monomial. Then either Ab is not monomial, and 
we are done; or else for some 0 < T < n we have monomial columns 
Ab, A2b,. . . , A*b, and A’+ 'b is not monomial; or else we “cycle” through 
some subset of the monomial columns of A. In any case, each monomial 
column which appears at all must appear in [b Ab A2b . . . An-lb]. n 
Coxson, Larson, and Schneider [4] have extended this result, showing that 
the conclusion of Theorem 2 is valid for all matrices A, but their proof is 
much longer. For our purpose here, the restriction on A is not significant. 
The discrete time systems (A, b) described in Examples 1, 2, and 3 all arose 
from discretization of linear systems of differential equations, 
Lf(t)=Ex(t)+gu(t). 
The discrete state x(k) is defined to be r(kT), where the number T is the 
discretization or sampling interval. The discrete time system matrix A for 
such systems is related to F by 
A = eFT, 
(See Luenberger [7] for a detailed discussion of discrete and continuous 
system representations.) Thus A is a nonsingular matrix and, as noted above, 
must have a diagonal of nonzero entries. 
7. POSITIVITY AND PROPERTIES 1 TO 5: A SUMMARY 
We have examined complete controllability (property l), reachability 
from zero (property 2), reachability in fixed time (property 3), and the 
controllability matrix rank condition (properties 4 and 5) in the context of 
positive systems with positive inputs. Properties 1P through 5P and 1PE 
through 5PE, in contrast to properties 1 through 5, are not all equivalent. The 
implications 
1*2*4, 1P * 2P - 4P, and 1PE - 2PE * 4PE 
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follow a fortiori from the following observations: 
(1) if every state in one subset of R” can be reached from every other 
state (controllability), then every state can be reached from a given state 
(reachability from 0); 
(2) if the convex hull of (C,.u Ju E a subset of Rmk} contains an open set 
in R”, then C, must have rank n; 
(3) properties 4 and 5 are independent of the P and PE restrictions, and 
therefore remain equivalent. 
Equally transparent arguments show that 
3==.2, 3P * 2P, 3PE ( = 3P) 3 2PE. 
The reverse implication does hold for the P properties, but not the PE 
properties. The theorem below summarizes our findings and covers all 
implications of interest among the conditions. 
THEOREM 4. The controllability, reachability, and controllability matrix 
rank conditiolzs for positive systems are related as follows: 
(a) 1P j 2P j 4P, but 1P Q 2P Q 4P; 
(b) 1PE j 2PE 3 4PE, but 1PE a 2PE a 4PE; 
(c) 3PE * 2PE, but 3PE a 2PE; 
(d) 3P = 2P. 
Proof. (a): 1P a 2P by Proposition 1. Example 3 shows that 2P a 
4P( = 4). 
(b): 1PE a 2PE by Proposition 2. Example 3 shows that 2PE Q 4. 
(c): 3PE Q 2PE by Example 2 (refer to Figure 3). 
(d): By Theorem 3 and its extension in [4] applied to each column b of B. 
n 
Proposition 3 and Theorem 3 (with its extension) provide a simple 
criterion for property 2P, requiring only the controllability matrix C,: prop- 
erty 2P holds if and only if C, has an n X n monomial submatrix. Theorem 2 
characterizes property 2PE for irreducible system matrices A. Theorem 1 
shows that property 2P is equivalent to 2PE for primitive A, and Corollary 2 
shows that a system with strictly positive A can be moved from zero to 
(essentially) any state in R”, only if each state component can be directly and 
independently manipulated-i.e. only if B is an n x n monomial. 
In the next section, we return to the chemical reaction and pharmaco- 
kinetic examples introduced in Section 1. 
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FIG. 6. 
RI:A,,Ei) = m 
8. IMPLICATIONS OF POSITIVE CONTROLLABILITY FOR 
THE EXAMPLES 
The chemical reaction system of Example 1 with k, = 0.4, k, = 0.8, and 
p = 0.5, is represented in Figure 6. Since A x== 0, Corollary 1 applies and the 
reachable cone R(A, B) cannot be the entire positive orthant for any choice 
of ki and p unless B is monomial. In other words, control of such a system 
requires n inputs, each one acting directly on one state component. Corollary 
1 provides a dramatic contrast to the situation for unconstrained control, 
where the number of single component inputs required is (heuristically) 
inversely related to the density of the system matrix. If the unconstrained 
system matrix is diagonal, then n inputs are necessary, but if all states are 
connected, it may be possible to control the system with an input to one state 
component alone. In the proof of the corollary, we see that it is the “pull” of 
the dominant eigenvector u which keeps the columns of C, from spreading 
out to fill up the positive orthant. 
For the pharmacokinetic systems, the situation is quite different. As in the 
chemical reaction model, the system matrix for the two compartment active 
site model is strictly positive. Still, this system is controlled with a single 
input. The stated control objective in pharmacokinetics is to achieve and 
maintain plasma levels which are above some level m, the minimum level for 
therapeutic effect, and below a maximum safe level M. The implicit objective 
is to similarly constrain the drug levels at the active site. The justification 
given for focusing on plasma levels is the clinical observation that “identical 
plasma levels produce reasonably predictable effects” (in contrast to identical 
doses, which can produce very different responses in different subjects) [6]. 
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FIG. 7. 
The effect of constraining plasma levels is illustrated in Figure 7 for the 
active site model. 
We observe first that the maximum plasma level M imposes a correspond- 
ing maximum level M, on the active site levels. This occurs precisely because 
the reachable cone is not all of R “,. Note also that if negative doses were 
feasible, one could not conclude that the active site level was safe on the basis 
of a plasma reading. At the minimum level, the restricted reachability cone 
does not in itself guarantee a minimum active site level. Instead, the system 
dynamics play a role. The upper extremal of the cone is the dominant 
eigenvector, to which the state is attracted over time. Thus the state tends 
toward the subset of the reachable cone which represents safe and ther- 
apeutic levels at the active site. This same factor explains how it is possible to 
keep the plasma level below M with only positive U. Complete “point” 
controllability, as studied in Section 4, is not the relevant issue for phar- 
macokinetic systems. 
The examples above illustrate important qualitative features of positive 
systems which are not accounted for in the theory of unconstrained linear 
systems. Our theoretical results explain some of these critical differences 
between positive and unconstrained systems. We have shown in Section 5 
that positive control may require more independent controllers, as antic- 
ipated by the chemical engineering rule of thumb. However, in pharmaco- 
kinetic models the desired plasma levels can be achieved by manipulating a 
single input. This is not a result of their “controllability” in the unconstrained 
sense, but is due to constraints on the reachable set for positive inputs. The 
apparent conflict between the chemical engineering and pharmacokinetic 
perspectives on controllability is not a paradox, but a consequence of 
positivity. 
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We would like to thank Hans Schneider for helpful suggestions which 
improved the paper. 
Note added in pro05 It has come to the authors’ attention that D.P.N. 
Murthy in [ 1 l] has also obtained results on controllability of positive systems, 
including special cases of propositions 2 and 3. 
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